PROBETM IS AN OXYMORON!!!!
IT'S A PENETRATING GREASE IN AN AEROSOL CANIIII
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This is an idea whose time has come because the aerosol can makes it uniquely
possible. The inventor
of this remarkable product took a thick, odorless, colorless,
-grease and dissolved it in a solvent that makes the mixture as "runny" as
penetrating.oil on immediately exiting the can and hitting the target. However, the
moment this mixture hits atmosphere the.solvent flashes to a gas (within 10
seconds) which reduces the mixture back to the thick, odorless, colorless grease
that it was in the beginning, but, now located on those internal pins, rollers,
bushings, stems, cogs, sprockets, hinges or other hard to lubricate and
inaccessible areas. lt is especially useful for lubricating lifting cables because it
penetrates into the internal surfaces of the wires. PROBETM is effective through an
awesome temperature range of -30"F to +530"F. lt works on snowmobile chains,
chainsaws and'all outside equipment in the dead of winter. The sarne lubricant
performs exceptionally well on chains and cables going through plastic "shrink
tunnel" ovens, sterilizing chambers, and steam valve stems. pROBETM
dramatically extendg the life of chains, cables, hinges, and fifth wheels on trailer
trucks. lt's ideal for boiler valve stems (up to+530oF) and olher high temperatuie
equipment. ProberM dramatically extends eouipment life qvcles, which reduces
maintenance frequency (costs), energy consumption (costs), and downtime
(costs) A special valve allows the user to spray the contents out when the can is
in the upside down position.
WE GUARANTEE IT 1OO%III
Frederickseal's 100o/o guarantee applies to a user who has purchased one or more
cases of our canned products at the published quantity discounts. Shoutd thal
person delermine that the product being used does not live up to
the claims rnade
'case,
by thb company,,,a credit will be issued for the entir6
regardless of thb
quantity used, upon the return of the unused balance by the user lo Frederickseal.

